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Abstract
A share of citizens dissatisfied with long-established politicians turn to new representatives, coming from the civil society, referred to as political outsiders. This is motivated
by a citizens’ belief that long-established political elites are primarily concerned by their
own interests, whereas political outsiders may be closer to the voters’ needs. We explore
whether their access to key political positions results in noticeable changes. Specifically,
we empirically address the relevance of the belief that political outsiders could be (i) more
independent to their party and (ii) more productive. Our analysis relies on original data
on the activity and votes of over 1,000 members of the French Parliament (MPs) between
2012 and 2020. First, results show that political outsiders deviate more than insiders in political groups where the cost of deviating from the political group’s line is lower. However,
we find no such eﬀect when the cost of deviating is high. Second, using a non-parametric
multi-dimensional index measuring MPs’ legislative activity, our findings suggest that,
overall, the activity level does not diﬀer according to the political background of MPs. We
evidence an experience eﬀect, indicating that political outsider MPs are less productive
at first and then catch up with their experienced counterparts within a year after taking
oﬃce.
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Introduction

A paradox related to political representation has intensified over the past decade: while populations in developing countries pressure regimes for more democracy (e.g., Arab Spring), citizens
in established democracies experience an increasing dissatisfaction with political representation.
Figure 1 reveals that, in OECD countries, only 35% of citizens trust their political representatives (Government and Parliament), while trust in other public institutions such as police is
twice larger. Yet, trust in Government is critical for the implementation and eﬀectiveness of
public policies (OECD, 2019). This dissatisfaction with political representation in established
democracies goes hand in hand with an increased demand for political outsiders from voters.
Where the citizens feel that the past or current elected oﬃcials have failed to represent their
interests and needs, citizens express their will to renew the political class in particular through
the desire for new representatives coming out of traditional political paths. One striking illustration is the 2017 French legislative election, where citizens elected 433 new MPs (out of 577
in total), among which 188 political outsiders, that is MPs with no prior political experience.
This paper empirically addresses the relationship between political selection and democratic
representation. We assess whether the renewal of political representatives achieved by citizens
voting for new representatives coming from civil society referred to as political outsiders results
in a change in political representation. In other words, we investigate whether political outsiders
are vectors of change as expected by a fringe of voters. The analysis relies on exhaustive data
of the activity and votes within the lower house of 1,086 French Members of Parliament (MPs)
from 2012-2020. Specifically, we confront voters’ expectations regarding political outsiders
with data in two ways. First, we explore the way political outsiders vote vis-à-vis their political
groups as compared to political insiders MPs. Second, we investigate how political background
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aﬀects the level of activity of MPs. This investigation aims to better understand whether the
voter strategy of installing political outsiders in key political positions is eﬀective in renewing
the way political representation is expressed.

Figure 1: Trust in Government, civil service, Parliament and police (2017-2020). Source: OECD
calculations based on the World Value Survey and European Value Study data.

New MPs, either political insiders –hereafter “new PI MPs”- from traditional political careers or political outsiders –hereafter “new PO MPs”- from civil society, may behave diﬀerently
from their counterparts for two reasons. First, new MPs may intrinsically diﬀer from conventional politicians. Such an assumption would at least partially support the vote of citizens.
By changing individuals, voters would eﬀectively induce policy changes or changes in the way
politicians exercise their mandate and carry out their mission. The literature on political economy oﬀers us additional insights. Jones and Olken (2005) show that leaders and individuals
matter for economic and social development beyond institutions (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Rodrik and Trebbi, 2004). In particular, recent economic research evidenced links between the
characteristics of leaders and their preferences and ability, that is, with the public policies they
implement and their outcomes. For instance, evidence suggests a positive association of the
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education level of leaders with economic growth (Besley et al., 2011), inward foreign investment
(François et al., 2020) or public governance (Mercier, 2016). Empirical evidence also suggests
that the socio-economic background (Hayo and Neumeier, 2014) and professional background
(Dreher et al., 2009) of politicians aﬀect the public policies they opt for. Finally intrinsic individual characteristics such as gender (Chattopadhyay and Duflo, 2004), family composition
(Washington, 2008) or age (Alesina et al., 2019) relate with behavior and actions of politicians.
We build on this growing literature by investigating whether, as expected by a fringe of
citizens, political outsider representatives behave diﬀerently from long-established representatives. Specifically, we assess two popular criticisms of traditional political elites regarding their
level of concern for the general interest and their level of commitment. Respectively, we test
(i) whether new PO MPs are more independent to their political party and (ii) whether new
PO MPs diﬀer from reelected MPs in their activity level within the lower house. Defining
and measuring the activity of MPs is challenging. To capture its multi-faceted nature, we
rely on an approach developed by Gavoille and Verschelde (2017) allowing us to compute a
multi-dimensional measure of MPs’ activity.
Results indicate that new PO MPs are more likely to support the political cost of deviating from their party’s line than reelected MPs in votes where the cohesion is low. On the
contrary, when the party’s cohesion is high, they deviate significantly less than their reelected
counterparts. In a way, they illustrate the adage “not as brave as they like to make out”. They
are brave in the sense that they are more prone than long-established politicians to bear the
individual cost of voting diﬀerently. Nevertheless, this is limited to situations where the party’s
cohesion is relatively lower. In symmetry, where the cohesion and the costs of deviating are
high, new PO MPs deviate less than other MPs. As a result, new political outsiders appear
to diﬀer from long-established politicians with respect to voting behavior. However, findings
4

are mixed depending on the level of party cohesion and costs to deviate, so that electing new
political outsiders with the hope they will be more independent of political parties does not
appear as a consistent strategy. In addition, contrarily to the expectations of a fringe of voters,
new PO MPs are not more active than long-established politicians. On the contrary, similarly
to new PI MPs –that are elected as MPs for the first time but already have prior political
experience– they incur learning costs that hamper their activity level at first. The activity gap
with reelected MPs due to inexperience decreases rapidly and disappears within a year.
We organize the rest of the article as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional structure
of the French Parliament and the conceptual framework underlying the hypotheses we test.
Section 3 describes the data and metrics used to capture activity. In Section 4, we set the
empirical strategy. In section 5, we discuss the results and finally section 6 concludes.

2

Institutional and Conceptual Framework

2.1

The National Assembly Under the V th Republic Constitution

With the Senate (upper house), the National Assembly (lower house) forms the French Parliament. We focus on MPs seating within the National Assembly. Lower house French legislative
elections are based on a single-member district system. Voters directly select the 577 MPs
through a two-round first-past-the-post election for a mandate of 5 years. The accumulation of
diﬀerent political mandates is strictly restricted for MPs.1 MPs have three main missions: (i)
to take part in the elaboration of the legislation and vote, (ii) to control the Government, and
(iii) to represent the electorate.
First, MPs mainly contribute to the elaboration of the legislation by proposing amendments
1

A law passed in 2014 and implemented from 2017 prohibits MPs from simultaneously holding other key
political oﬃces at the local level, such as major, president of county or region.
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to existing laws. An amendment consists of submitting some changes on a given law to the
approval of other MPs. MPs can also elaborate and propose a bill. However, most of the bills
are initiated by the Government. One explanation is that the Parliament’s technical resources
are limited, and the elaboration of law requires research, comparison, evaluation, expertise,
and verification. In contrast, the Government has access to ministries services. The purpose of
proposing laws and amendments is not limited to their adoption.2 It is also meant to stimulate
the democratic debate. Propositions can then serve as a basis for future law proposals.
Second, the college of MPs exerts control over the Government through two channels: commissions and questions to the Government. Each MP is assigned to one and only one of the
eight permanent thematic commissions of the lower house whose primary mission is evaluation.34 MPs can also create temporary commissions dedicated to public inquiries aiming to
gather information and knowledge to fuel the discussions in the National Assembly. In addition, once a week, MPs can ask the Government questions during plenary sessions with a right
of answer from ministers.5
Third, MPs represent their electorate by voting in favor or against the adoption of laws
and amendments in the hemicycle. Most MPs gather within political groups according to political aﬃliation and aﬃnity.6 The similarity of votes is then high within political groups. At
least 15 MPs must compose a political group. Political groups are proportionally represented
into permanent commissions according to their sizes. A political group may be dissolved and
reformed under another name to welcome a new political coalition. MPs can switch from a
political group to another.
2

The adoption of laws proposed is less likely when proposed by the opposition (Gavoille and Verschelde,
2017).
3
See the list of permanent commissions here.
4
To achieve their mission of evaluation, MPs can, for instance, audit members of the Government and
ministries.
5
The time available for questions is proportional to the group’s size to which the MP belongs.
6
However, few MPs do not belong to any group and are referred to as Non-Attached (Non-Inscrits).
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Our study investigates the activity and behavior of French MPs on a period covering the
XIV th (20th June 2012 - 20th June 2017) and the XV th (21th June 2017 - ongoing) legislatures,
until the 1st March 2020. The French Government began a lockdown on 20th March 2020 that
restricted the ability of MPs to be physically present in the National Assembly and changed
how their activity was then carried out. The full names of political groups existing in the period
are available in Table A1 in Appendix.
Concerning the XIV th legislature: in May 2012, François Hollande, candidate of the Parti
Socialiste –main left-wing party at the time–, is elected as president of France. In June,
legislative elections brought to oﬃce 331 MPs that supports the Government (among which
280 MPs are members of the Parti Socialiste) on a total of 577 MPs.7 During the XIV th
legislature, the number of new PO MPs is low (about 5% depending on minor changes in the
composition of the college of MPs during the legislature), reflecting the diﬃculty at that time
for a political outsider to be elected.
Concerning the XV th legislature: in May 2017, Emmanuel Macron, head of a brand new
centered-party La République en Marche that he created a year earlier, is elected as president.
The next month his party obtained an absolute majority of 307 MPs. Unlike previous legislatures, the 2017 legislative elections brought a high number of new MPs to oﬃce. 75% of them
were not ruling in the previous legislature. Among the new MPs, 188 new PO MPs have been
elected.8
7

In March 2014, the Parti Socialiste experienced an ideological separation with the emergence of an entity
of MPs called les frondeurs disapproving most of the action undertaken by the Government.
8
Many of the political outsiders MPs were elected inside the political group LREM. Every upcoming regression includes as control the political group of the MP to ensure that we are not commenting a specific
political group eﬀect.
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2.2

Conceptual Framework

The working definition of a political outsider (PO) used throughout this paper is related to
the notion of civil society of De Tocqueville in his 1835 book Democracy in America. The
civil society is defined in a broad way in contrast to the political sphere. A recent change
from the former to the latter characterizes the venue of a representative who was outside the
political sphere before being elected.9 We then define new PO MPs as newly elected MPs
with no previous experience of a political mandate at a town, county, region, national level,
or important para-politic position such as being chief of staﬀ of any minister or major. In
contrast, political insiders (PI) were already holding a political position before their current
MP mandate. We distinguish 2 subgroups within political insiders: reelected MPs and newly
elected PI MPs. The second constitutes a formidable control group to analyze the potential
outsider eﬀect and permits to disentangle eﬀects relative to MP oﬃce experience.
We are interested to understand why political outsiders would behave diﬀerently from political insiders and if these diﬀerences are observed regarding policy preferences and the ability
of MPs.

Policy preferences
A first track relates to observable individual characteristics. As shown in Table 4 in Section
3 individual characteristics of PO MPs are indeed diﬀerent from those of new PI MPs: they
display a higher share of women and are younger. Leaders’ gender is a factor that researchers
have extensively studied connecting with public policies (Chattopadhyay and Duflo, 2004).10
Brollo and Troiano (2016) report that female leaders are less prone to engage in corruption9

In a representative democracy, leaders are seldom completely outside the political world before being elected,
since they might participate in meetings or being a member of a political party, without responsibilities.
Nevertheless, there is still a drastic change since being representative becomes their main activity.
10
See Le Barbanchon and Sauvagnat (2021) for further references and discussion on gender.
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related activities. In the same vein, Washington (2008) demonstrates that senators’ child gender
shapes their vote towards reproductive rights, implying a higher sensitivity to feminist causes.
Alesina et al. (2019) show that age and the stage of the political career impact the behavior and
preferences of politicians. While the socio-economic Hayo and Neumeier (2014) and professional
background (Dreher et al., 2009) are also relevant in the choice of public policies, in our sample
political outsiders MPs do not diﬀer from new political insiders MPs on this aspect.11
The second track to explain the expected diﬀerence lies in the unobservable preferences
and constraints of representatives. The outside political sphere option for political outsiders,
i.e. what possibilities they have in the civil society if they are not representatives anymore,
matters to know to which extent they might be political career-driven. However, the recent
change experienced by the political outsider might reduce the dichotomy between the political
incentives of representatives and citizens’ interests and is well documented in the theoretical
literature that puts forward the congruence between voters’ preferences and the preferences of
their representatives. Besley and Coate (1997) propose a simplified theoretical framework to
study how citizens’ preferences are reflected in a representative democracy’s political process.
A political insider candidate may be more concerned by career dynamics, referred to as career
politician in Mattozzi and Merlo (2008), rather than representing voters’ interests and thus displays a lack of policy commitment (Grossman and Helpman, 2001), or public service motivation
(Besley, 2005). The policy preferences of an MP and how an MP votes results from a tradeoﬀ
between the preferences of an MP’s party, voters, lobbies, and the disutility for an MP to vote
diﬀerently from her initial preferences. This tradeoﬀ is composed of both initial preferences of
MPs and the cost management of unpleasing certain stakeholders rather than others. In this
line, Stadelmann and Torrens (2020) show that preferences of voters, special interest groups,
11

Most of the new PO MPs belong to the same socio-professional category (SCP) and have higher education.
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and political parties are significant determinants of the vote of MPs but that the preference of
voters receives a relatively lower weight. Moreover, Bernecker et al. (2021) show that reelection
concerns strongly aﬀect the decision of experimentation of policies by governors. Not complying
with the standard political behavior is risky for those with high initial supports and seeking
reelections. While governors who do not have electoral incentives experiment new policies.
The first-best approach to evidence if political outsiders are more prone to be aligned to
the voters’ preferences would be to know the voters’ preferences on each vote of the Parliament on each constituency. The complexity and the size of the documentation of each new
bill as well as the lack of fine-grained existing data make this first-best unreachable. Since
the established professional political class suﬀers from critics concerning voters’ interests, we
investigate whether political outsiders are more likely to deviate from the standard political
behavior controlling for their political aﬃliation. In the French Parliament, the political groups
are critical in explaining the vote position of MPs (Sauger, 2009). The ideological cohesion
coupled with the capacity of the political group to impose strong vote discipline explain this
high cohesion. Members aﬃliated with similar political groups are often elected on the same
program.12 The loyalty rate of MPs, calculated as the frequency with which MPs vote in line
with the majority of their political groups, is about 94.8% in our sample.13 A president of a
political group holds resources to discipline aﬃliated MPs, by rewarding followers and sanctioning dissidents. Moreover, showing a lack of cohesion sends a negative signal to the other MPs
within the group. Thus, deviating from the standard political behavior is costly for MPs and
observing such behavior implies more independence towards the political party to which they
belong. The magnitude of this deviation cost regarding the political group can be reflected in
12
13

MPs are viewed to either support or oppose the Government.
It is of similar magnitude with past legislatures in the V th Republic starting from 1980.
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the level of group’s cohesion. Relying on the “Agreement Index” (AI)14 proposed by Hix (2002)
we can capture this mechanism through the average cohesion of a political group. In short,
this index is continuous with AI = 1 when the cohesion is perfect, and AI = 0 when MPs of a
political group never agree.
Table 1: Agreement index of political groups between 2012-2020
Political Group

Agreement Index (avg.)

LFI
GDR
LREM
SOCXV
NG
UMP
SER
SOCXIV
MODEM
LR
UDI
EELV
RRDP
LT
LC
UAI

0.99
0.9487
0.9466
0.9450
0.9403
0.9383
0.9064
0.9001
0.8982
0.8916
0.8790
0.8682
0.8391
0.8371
0.8263
0.8143

Note: The full names of political groups are available in Table
A1 in Appendix.

The ranking in Table 1 shows well-known patterns documented in the literature of party
cohesion (Owens, 2003).15 Diﬀerent political party dynamics might muﬄe the outsider eﬀect
by imposing diﬀerent constraints on the MP. For instance, the unity of the majority is of main
importance, particularly when the Parliament majority shares the same political party with the
current Government. Deviating from the party’s line is also deviating from the Government’s
line in this case. As a result, it is more costly for an MP inside the majority to deviate rather
than an MP outside the majority. This is supported by Table 2. Other factors impact the
14
15

Its construction is described in the Appendix 6.
Extreme parties (LFI and GDR) and the majority (LREM) are the groups with the highest level of agreement. An exception that is well documented in France is related to SOCXIV, which experienced an unusual
degree of discord for a majority. Centered parties (EELV, RRDP, LT LC and UAI) display less cohesion
which also fits with the related literature review on party cohesion.
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extent of the deviation cost. For instance, a group cohesion might have stronger importance
when the policy vote relies on a complete view of the law, termed as proposition or project,
rather than small parts of the bill that constitute the laws, termed as an amendment. This
idea is also displayed in Table 2.
Table 2: Evidence on the cost of deviation
Observations

Average
tion

Devia-

Observations

Outside Majority
Majority

142 457

187 930

Devia-

t Test p value

Inside Majority

0.063

208 070

Amendments
Type of policy

Average
tion

0.044

0.000⇤⇤⇤

0.041

0.000⇤⇤⇤

Laws

0.061

148 043

Note: Average Deviation represents the average number of votes where MPs deviate from the majority of their political groups.

Being assumed more independent of political parties than established politicians (Hollyer
et al., 2020), new PO MPs might be more inclined to support the cost of deviating from
their political groups, possibly due to a relatively greater consideration for voters’ preferences
than their experienced peers. Therefore, replacing a career politician with a political outsider
representative may be tempting at first glance, especially when the voters do not have full
information about the policy preferences and abilities of candidates. We establish the first
hypothesis, aiming to test the existence of an outsider eﬀect on policy preferences.
Hypothesis 1: New PO MPs display significant diﬀerent voting behavior compared to political
insiders.
Some headwinds blow against the hypothesis that new PO MPs would be more likely to
deviate from the standard political behavior supporting political groups. After all, is not a new
political outsider only a political insider at the starting point of her career? In a representative
democracy, the individual’s endogenous choice to run for an election comes from a personal
12

optimization (Besley and Coate, 1997; Mattozzi and Merlo, 2008). To have a chance of being
elected as an MP, the candidate must be aﬃliated with a political party. Even if we assist
in the emergence of an anthology of candidates with a civil stamp across the whole political
spectrum, the experienced politicians often hold political parties. The recruitment process may
then induce to serve more the organization than the electorate concerns (Mattozzi and Merlo,
2015). Thus, if any diﬀerence in political behavior is observed, there would be solely explained
by her inexperience in the political sphere. Finally, the representatives interested in entering
the political sphere do not radically diﬀer from political insiders and are not fully representative
of the civil society in terms of social and occupational background.16

Ability
Our second objective is to document a potential outsider eﬀect on the ability of the candidate.
Jones and Olken (2005) show that leaders and individuals matter beyond institutions. Following
this pioneering work, researchers have shown that leaders’ characteristics may impact their
ability. The role of education, in particular, has been extensively investigated. Evidence of
significant eﬀects of the leaders’ educational attainment levels has been found on economic
growth (Besley et al., 2011) and on leaders’ capacity to attract foreign investment (François
et al., 2020). Mercier (2016) shows that leaders with foreign education are associated with public
governance improvements in their home country.17 Moreover, Baltrunaite et al. (2014) show
that introducing gender quotas is associated with an increase in the average representatives’
level of education, which is commonly seen as a driver of quality.
The level of activity of politicians has been scrutinized from several angles in the literature.
16

Keating and Cairney (2006) note no radical change in the profile of middle-class accessing leadership
compared to politicians with the case of devolution in Scotland.
17
In contrast, the fields of leaders’ higher education is associated with weak evidence of eﬀects on marketliberalizing reforms (Dreher et al., 2009) and does not produce any diﬀerence on the level of debt that
finance ministers generate (Moessinger, 2014).
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Among the determinants of the productivity of political representatives, the role of financial
incentives has received particular attention. Fisman et al. (2015) for instance, examine the
eﬀects of the reform of Members of European Parliament (MEPs) salaries. On the one hand,
they find that a higher level of legislative production exerts positive eﬀects on media coverage
and prospects of the reelection of MEPs. On the other hand, the authors’ findings suggest that
graduating from a top school, being more experienced, and providing more eﬀort are positive
predictors of the legislative production of MEPs. In contrast, salary does not exert any significant eﬀect on legislative production nor on the eﬀort of MEPs. This result is challenged by
Mocan and Altindag (2013) that find a negative eﬀect of the salary reform on the attendance
of MEPs and by Braendle (2015) that highlights a positive relationship between MEPs’ salaries
and some of their activities such as the number of speeches and written declarations. These
contributions are part of a larger literature investigating theoretically (e.g. Besley, 2004) and
empirically (e.g. Ferraz and Finan, 2009; Gagliarducci and Nannicini, 2013) the eﬀects of incentives on the quality of representatives. To some extent, the level of activity and the ability
or even the quality of representatives are linked. One polar case is discussed in Gavoille (2018)
in which ghost MPs have a clean legislative activity record for a whole year. However, the
relationship between activity level and quality is not straightforward. We then explore whether
being new representatives coming from the civil society has an impact on the legislative activity of MPs without making inferences about their quality. We focus on the level of eﬀort of
MPs, which is observable, rather than their ability in oﬃce, which relies on a more subjective
assessment.
A popular thought shared by a significant share of voters is that new PO MPs would be
more concerned and then more active in oﬃce than established MPs. However, basic economic
theory related to human capital states that experience permits accumulating skills and therefore
14

being more productive. As a consequence, due to their inexperience of the MP oﬃce, new PO
MPs might display a lower level of activity in the Parliament. If any, the gap of activity should
then decrease as new political outsiders gain experience. By comparing both new PO MPs
and new PI MPs to reelected MPs, we may even allow disentangling between the eﬀects due
to overall inexperience in politics and the specific eﬀects of MP oﬃce experience. We test our
second hypothesis to know whether the legislative activity produced by political outsiders is
supported by data and resists the eﬀect of the learning process.
Hypothesis 2: New PO MPs display a higher level of activity relative to political insiders.
Again, as discussed above, this eﬀect would occur if the choice to elect political outsiders would
also imply a radical change in determinant characteristics as the educational level of leaders,
for instance. In our sample, political outsiders are often highly educated and so are political
insiders.

3

Data

We build a unique database by assembling data from multiple sources, among which: NosDéputés.fr (a project led by the non-Governmental organization Regards Citoyens), an inquiry
made by the newspaper Le Monde, and the oﬃcial website of the French Parliament.18
Individual Characteristics. Regards Citoyens provides information on MPs’ individual
characteristics such as birth date and gender, as well as political group aﬃliation and changes.
Our analysis relies on 1,090 MPs over the 2012-2020 period. Information on the past positions
and education is retrieved from the journal Le Monde which provides a documented database for
MPs elected in 2017. It provides a documented database for MPs elected in 2017. We complete
this information on our own for MPs of the XIV th legislature (2012-2017) and missing MPs
18

A list and description of variables is available in Table A2 in Appendix.
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arriving after the 2017 legislative election.19 We rely on various websites and biographies to
achieve manual completion. We end up with exhaustive information on what MPs publicly
or privately accomplished before their elections. Our main variable of interest is related to
the political and para-political experience of MPs. To disentangle the eﬀect of newcomers to
politics from new MPs, we create a binary variable to know whether MPs already experienced
a mandate or held an important para-politic position before the election. Table 3 displays how
our categorical variable of political experience is constructed.20
Table 3: Construction of the categorical variable of interest
Value

Political experience (P ol_Exp)

=0
=1
=2

Reelected MP
New MP being a Political Insider (PI MP)
New MP being a Political Outsider (PO MP)

The oﬃcial website of the Government provides legislative election results at the district
level that allows us to capture the jurisdictional level of competition. We compute the degree
of competition as 1

P

s2i , where si is the share of votes obtained by each candidate in the first

round of the legislative election. This measure better reflects the degree of electoral competition
than other measures such as victory margins since the French system allows for more than two
candidates to qualify for the second round or for a candidate receiving more than 50% of votes
to obtain oﬃce directly from the first round.21
Finally, we create a binary variable indicating whether the MP was a student in the Ecole
19

For instance, MPs might be promoted as a minister. In this case, MPs are replaced by their substitutes.
Information on the substitutes is not provided by Le Monde’s data.
20
Note that some individuals elected as MPs for the first time in 2012 were reelected in 2017. Such MPs
are classified as new MP (either political insider either outsider depending and the period studied which is
taken into account through the change of their category between the two mandates. Some deputies entered
in February 2020, and we could not compute a full trimester. This is why they are in the vote database
and not in the activity database.
21
A candidate receiving the support of at least 12.5% of registered voters qualifies for the second round
-suﬃcient but not necessary condition. As a result, with a null abstention, virtually up to eight candidates can qualify for the second round. In practice, in most jurisdictions, the second round opposes two
candidates, although triangular elections are common (34 for the 2012 legislative election).
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Nationale d’Administration (ENA), which is the national school preparing for senior civil service, known as the antechamber of the political elites.
Vote and deviation. The most common vote process happens through raised hands-on
public sessions. It is video recorded on the channel dedicated to the Parliament, but it is
not traceable otherwise. This method is the most frequently used since most of the laws are
endowed with diﬀerent fragments, and each of these pieces might be rejected until the text
takes its final form. In contrast, the more mature and comprehensive texts are generally voted
through ordinary public (electronic) votes, which are registered. The National Assembly website
collects MP’s position and publishes it on its website. Our sample consists of all electronic
votes cast during the study period at the MP level, that we retrieved directly from the oﬃcial
website of the National Assembly. Electronic votes are increasingly used at the expense of
raised hands-on votes for transparency matters.22 An observation consists of an MP’s position
on a specific law with a unique id. The MP can vote in favor of the text, against or abstain.23
Our sample counts 3,256 policies voted (672 for the XIV th legislature and 2,584 for the XV th
legislature), which can be amendments or laws. As we discussed in Section 2.2, the vote of MPs
is strongly determined by the line of their political groups. The votes at stake in the sample are
recorded and publicly accessible online. These features implicitly increase the cost of deviation
from group aﬃliation. Consequently, the results displayed are likely to characterize a lower
bound eﬀect. Following the idea of our conceptual framework, we use two diﬀerent indexes to
account for deviation. Specifically, we capture the deviation as a dichotomous variable that
takes the value 1 when MPs vote diﬀerently from the majority of their political groups (variable
Deviation) or from the president of their political groups (variable Deviation President).24 To
22

We verified that the distribution of these electronics votes is not day-specific as shown in Figure A2 in
Appendix, that would have entailed potential biases.
23
There also exist the “non vote” position, which reflects a technical or human error. We removed them from
the sample because they are not considered for the final vote.
24
Note that a majority of political outsiders of the same group could attend to the vote; in this case, deviating
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account for the deviation cost according to the political group each MP belongs, we use the
Agreement Index presented in Section 2.2. According to this index, we create a binary variable
representing Party Discipline entitled PD. It is equal to 1 for MPs that belong to a political
group with a higher cohesion, and thus a higher cost of deviation relative to the mean, and 0
for MPs aﬃliated with political groups with lower cohesion.
Capturing multi-dimensional activity. The activity of MPs within Parliament takes
multiple forms. Among other activities, they draft or sign proposals of laws and raise oral or
written questions. NosDéputés.fr provides monthly observations on twelve various dimensions
of the parliamentary activity of each MP. However, the way of measuring the activity is not
trivial. MPs may specialize in some specific dimensions and neglect others according to their
skills and synergies with other MPs of their political groups. As a result, we choose not to
focus on a specific type of activity but rather on an index that captures MPs’ multi-dimensional
activity. We follow Gavoille and Verschelde (2017) by computing an ↵-domination estimator
that ranks MPs from 0 for the least active to 1. MP i having a lower or equal level of activity
than MP j in all types of activity is considered dominated by MP j and gets a lower score of
multi-dimensional activity during the period t.25 Specifically, the ↵-activity we consider relies
on four dimensions:(i) interventions, (ii) written propositions, (iii) written questions, and (iv)
reports. Interventions are limited to speeches in the assembly of more than 20 words in order to
capture interventions by which MPs make a significant contribution to parliamentary debate.
Interventions of 20 words or less are mostly interjections and comments of form rather than
substance. Written propositions consist of propositions of laws and amendments authored by
from the group would not necessarily mean deviating from the standard political behavior. In this paper,
only one political group might experience a majority of political outsiders in a vote: LREM. Thanks to
the second index relative to the president, one can ensure that deviating from the group is also deviating
from the party’s line since there are no political outsider presidents a political group. As expected, both
are highly correlated (over 0.9), which supports our approach.
25
See Aragon et al. (2006) for methodological details and discussion on ↵-activity index.
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an MP. We do not take into account co-signed propositions where the considered MP is not the
principal author. Written questions are questions address to the Government. They are a tool
through which MPs exert control on the activity of the Government and can relay the concerns
of citizens and their electorate. Unlike oral questions, there is no limit on the number of written
questions an MP can address to the Government. Finally, reports are working documents that
serve as a basis for discussion of a proposition of law within the lower house.
The list of activities is similar to Gavoille and Verschelde (2017) except that we replace the
oral questions because this dimension encounters several drawbacks by written questions.26 In
addition, the low correlation between the four dimensions selected (see Table A3 in Appendix)
indicates each of the four dimensions captures distinct aspects of the activity of MPs. This
strengthens the relevance of relying on a multi-dimensional index to observe the activity of MPs
and supports the selection of dimensions on which it is built. Lastly, we convert the monthly
data collected to build three-month periods (hereafter quarters) of observation to avoid high
sensitivity of the domination index resulting from exceptional (in-)activity of groups of MPs
during specific months.
The ↵-domination index measuring MPs’ activity is obtained by computing:

↵iq = 1

PN

j=1

I(yjq
N

yiq )

(1)

where N is the number of MPs diﬀerent from the MP i at a given quarter q, yi is the
multidimensional output of MP i that takes the form of a row vector of four dimensions yi =
(yi1 , ..., yi4 ), each dimension corresponding to a type of activity of MPs collected. I is an
indicator function and takes 1 when (yj
26

yi ) that is when MP j dominates MP i at quarter

Some MPs reuse some oral questions already asked by other MPs, which creates artificial activity. The
number, length, and selection of MPs able to address oral questions to the Government are also subject to
constraints.
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q. MP j must then exhibit a higher or equal value in each of the four dimensions considered to
dominate MP i at quarter q. In other words, the multi-dimensional activity index of MP i in
quarter q equals 1 minus the share of MPs that dominate MP i at that period.
Table 4 reports the summary statistics of our sample according to the political experience
of the MPs. First, it highlights that new PO MPs are younger and are more balanced in
terms of gender than new PI MPs. The gap is even more pronounced with reelected MPS that
are in average 15 years older and counts only 21% of female. Second, new PO MPs exhibit
diﬀerences in terms of activity with respect to their peers. They tend to address less written
questions to Government. Specifically, in average, a new PO MP writes 3.7 questions per
quarter against 6.1 for a new PI MP and 8.1 for a reelected MP. A similar pattern is observable
for written propositions, activity in which new PO MPs are in average less productive than
their counterparts. In addition, new PO MPs produce less interventions than reelected MPs
but more than new PI MPs. Finally, diﬀerences in terms of reports production are limited
between the three groups of MPs, although new PO MPs display the highest average number
of reports by MP per quarter (0.3). These descriptive statistics should be read with caution
and not be interpreted as a causal eﬀect since the political groups to which the members belong
may have quite diﬀerent strategies.
Figure 2 displays the multidimensional activity level of MPs over time according to their
prior political experience. In order to better picture the dynamics of MPs’ activity over a
legislature length, we superimpose the XIV th and XV th legislatures. It highlights clear activity
level diﬀerences during the first part of legislatures. Specifically, during the second quarter of
their legislatures, reelected MPs have an average activity score above 0.8 against about 0.75 for
new PI MPs and about 0.7 for new PO MPs. On the one hand, at first, new PO MPs exhibit a
lower activity score than new PI MPs, themselves having a lower activity score than reelected
20

Table 4: Summary statistics
Reelected MPs

New PI MPs

New PO MPs

Age
sd
N

59.58
(8.897)
438

51.46
(10.18)
503

44.54
(9.961)
208

Gender
sd
N

0.211
(0.408)
438

0.382
(0.486)
503

0.500
(0.500)
208

Ena
sd
N

0.046
(0.209)
438

0.024
(0.153)
503

0.019
(0.137)
208

Competition
sd
N

0.729
(.051)
438

0.770
(.045)
503

0.782
(.046)
208

Vote presence
sd
N

0.262
(.118)
427

.260
(.151)
491

.203
(.089)
204

Interventions
sd
N

24.56
(67.14)
438

17.47
(42.39)
503

21.50
(54.99)
208

Written propositions
sd
N

0.279
(0.941)
438

0.157
(0.582)
503

0.115
(0.446)
208

Written questions
sd
N

8.068
(27.98)
438

6.084
(21.53)
503

3.702
(6.193)
208

Reports
sd
N

0.233
(0.682)
438

0.220
(0.554)
503

0.257
(0.582)
208

↵-activity
sd
N

0.719
(0.682)
438

0.689
(0.554)
503

0.658
(0.582)
208

Individual
Characteristics

Activity

Note: MP stands for Member of Parliament. As the study period includes two legislatures, the classification of MPs
that are new in the first legislature and are reelected for the second legislature logically changes from new (PO/PI)
MPs to reelected MPs after being reelected. (This explains why the number of observations is here inflated above
the 1,090 MPs of our sample.) ↵-activity estimator ranks MPs from the least active (0) to the most active (1).
Authors’ calculations. Data sources: Regards Citoyens, Le Monde, www.assemblee-nationale.fr.
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MPs. On the other hand, the activity gap seems to decrease over the length of a legislature, and
new PO MPs and new PI MPs seem to catch up with their reelected fellows. These observations
are worth interest. Again, they must be interpreted with care. First, the number of new PO
MPs in the XIV th legislature is limited and does not allow to infer consistent stylized facts.
Second, Figure 2 displays descriptive statistics. As such, the graphs do not take into account
important factors such as individual and political aﬃliation characteristics of MPs that may
aﬀect their level of activity. For instance, members of the majority may diﬀer from MPs in the
opposition in terms of activity. Yet, many new PO MPs of the XV th legislature are members of
the majority (LREM party). As a consequence, to disentangle confounding eﬀects, a finer and
econometric analysis is needed to investigate further the relationship between the experience
in oﬃce and the activity level of MPs.
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Figure 2: Multidimensional activity index of MPs over time. The multidimensional index is computed
for 30 three-month periods: 20 quarters starting with the XIV th legislature in 2012 and 10 quarters
corresponding the to beginning of the XV th legislature in 2017 until 2020. We superimpose the two
legislatures to observe the dynamics of the activity over the length of a legislature (20 quarters). The
vertical bar delimits the first ten quarters of both legislatures from the ten last quarters of the XIV th
legislature.

4

Empirical Strategy

In this section, we describe the empirical strategy used to investigate the relationship of the
type of MPs with (i) voting behavior and (ii) parliamentary activity. We distinguish three
types of MPs: Reelected MPs -having already been elected as MPs in the past- (P ol_Exp=0);
new PI MPs -having experience of other political mandates- (P ol_Exp=1); and new PO MPs
-with no prior political experience- (P ol_Exp=2).
To investigate the voting behavior of the political outsider MPs compared to the political
insider MPs, we rely on a standard logit model clustered at the individual level with the
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following underlying latent variable model:

⇤
ydtl
=

0+

1 N ew_P I_M Pdt +

+

2 N ew_P O_M Pdt +

5 N ew_P O_M Pdtdt

⇥ P Ddt +

3 P Ddt +
6 Idt

+

4 N ew_P I_M Pdtdt ⇥ P Ddt
7 Qt

+ ✏dtl , y = 1[y⇤ > 0] (2)

Where y ⇤ is latent and y is a dichotomous variable that takes the value 1 if the MP d votes
diﬀerently from the majority (Deviation) or the president (Deviation President) of the MP’s
political group, at day t over a law l. Given the interactive form of the model, the reference
group is composed of reelected MPs (P ol_Exp=0) belonging to political groups associated
with a lower discipline (P D=0). Therefore, we interpret

1

as the likelihood for a new PO MP

from a lower discipline political group to deviate from the political group’s line. In this case,
2

is the coeﬃcient associated to the influence of the discipline of the political group over a

reelected MP, and

3

represents the coeﬃcient of the interactive term. Idt represents a vector

of MPs’ characteristics, including age, gender, a dummy capturing whether an MP graduated
from the ENA, and the level of electoral competition. Finally Qt captures quarter fixed-eﬀect.

To investigate how past political experience impacts the parliamentary activity of MPs, the
baseline specification used is a general linear model, clustered at the individual level (MP id)
to remedy against serially correlated error terms, of the following form:

Activitydq =

0

+

1 N ew_P I_M Pdq

+

2 N ew_P O_M Pdq

+

3 Sdq

+

4 Pdq

+

5 Qq

+ ✏dq (3)

Where activitydq corresponds to the value of the multi-dimensional activity index (ranging
between 0 and 1) for an MP d in quarter q. As described in Section 3, this index refers
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to the ranking of MPs regarding their legislative activity computed along periods of three
months (quarters). P ol_Exp enters as a categorical variable in the model. It results that
N ew_P I_M P and N ew_P O_M P are compared to the reference group composed of reelected
MPs. In addition, it allows disentangling eﬀects associated with broad experience of politics and
specific experience associated with MP oﬃce. Sdq is a vector of socio-demographic variables,
including age, gender, and a dummy indicating whether an MP has been a student at the
ENA. Pdq is a vector of political variables, including the MP’s political group and the level of
competition the MP faced in the first round of the legislative elections. Political group fixed
eﬀects allow controlling for the specifics of political groups such as the size of groups, political
ideology, culture and strategies. Again, Qq refers to the quarters.

5

Empirical Results

5.1

Policy Preferences: Deviation Inside Political Groups

In this section, we investigate New PO MPs display significant diﬀerent voting behavior compared to political insiders. As discussed in Section 2.2, the strong political group discipline in
the Parliament is the main factor determining the vote position of an MP. Deviating from the
political group’s line also implies deviating from the standard political behavior. In addition,
the cost of deviation may vary from a political group to another according to diﬀerences in
discipline level of political groups highlighted in Table 1. To explore rigorously how new PO
MPs compare with their peers in terms of vote deviation from their political groups, we estimate Equation (2). The inclusion of political group fixed eﬀects and the correction for serial
correlation prevents from various biases and provides robustness to the model.
Table 5 shows that new PO MPs are more likely to deviate when they belong to a lower
25

disciplined group with respect to political insiders, whether they are reelected or new PI MPs.
In other words, when the cost of deviating from the political group’s line is lower -since the
political group discipline level is relatively low-, new PO MPs are more likely to break the
group’s line than their peers. This result is significant (p-value<0.01) and robust to diﬀerent
specifications. The only exception is we do not observe a significant diﬀerence between new PO
MPs and new PI MPs when we consider deviation from the vote of the president of political
groups. In political groups characterized by lower discipline, when vote deviation of MPs is
considered as a departure from the majority vote of their respective political groups (first
column of Table 5), computation of odds ratios indicates that new PO MPs are almost twice
(exp(0.671) ⇡ 1.956) more likely to deviate than reelected MPs. Furthermore, new PO MPs
are 67.5% (exp(0.516) ⇡ 1.675) more likely to deviate than new PI MPs.
Table 5: Do new PO MPs deviate more from the standard political behavior in the Parliament?
Reference

Coeﬃcient

Deviation

Deviation President

New PO MPs in groups with lower discipline

0.671***
(0.205)

0.605***
(0.231)

New PO MPs in groups with higher discipline

-0.384*
(0.211)

-0.270
(0.210)

New PO MPs in groups with lower discipline

0.516***
(0.185)

0.316
(0.218)

New PO MPs in groups with higher discipline

-0.064
(0.129)

-0.155
(0.126)

Political Group FE
Individual Characteristics FE
Quarter FE
Observations

yes
yes
yes
336,611

yes
yes
yes
172,596

Reelected MP

New PI MP

Note: This table displays results of interest from estimations of Equation 2. Full results are available in Tables B1
and B3 where the reference group is made of respectively Reelected MPs and New PI MPs, aﬃliated to political
groups with lower discipline. We also report provide symmetrical results from models taking respectively Reelected
MPs and New PI MPs, aﬃliated to political groups with higher discipline as reference group (Tables B2 and B4).
The latter two tables are not necessary since all results can be recomputed from Tables B1 and B3. They may
however facilitate the reading of results. Robust standard errors clustered at the MP level are in parentheses.
Statistical significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

In addition, this result appears reversed when the political group is more disciplined with
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negative coeﬃcients for all the estimations. Indeed, new PO MPs aﬃliated to higher disciplined
groups, deviate less than their experienced counterparts, which sets them more in a follower
position. These results underline two radically diﬀerent trends where, when it is less costly
to deviate from the group’s line, new PO MPs are more likely to bear the cost of deviating,
while when the group displays a strong discipline, new PO MPs appear as followers and do not
significantly diﬀer from new PI MPs. Another way to interpret these results is that in strongly
disciplined groups, experienced MPs are more prone to challenge the group’s line and that in
groups with lower discipline, they are more prone to draw the line of the group. It is less likely
the case for new PO MPs as we documented that experienced politicians hold political groups
(e.g. no new PO MP is a group president). Several interpretations could emerge with the
observation of this outsider eﬀect: if new PO MPs were just political insiders at the start of
their career on a political party, they would follow the trend displayed in disciplined group. We
cannot exclude the fact that heavy constraints supported by the MPs might muﬄe the outsider
eﬀect. What we document with the eﬀect on lower disciplined group is more convincing for
a concrete outsider eﬀect. They are more independent to their political party and are more
prone to follow other concerns than just the line imposed. However, we cannot ensure that
these concerns are relative to a better weight to voter’s preference.

5.2
5.2.1

The Relative Activity of Political Outsiders
Are Political Outsiders more Active than their Experienced Counterparts?

We first investigate overall activity diﬀerentials between MPs newly elected and reelected MPs.
Table 6 displays results obtained by running Equation (3). In contrast with one of the popular
motivations of installing new politicians –particularly those coming from the civil society–,
evidence in column (1) suggests that neither new PI MPs nor new PO MPs have a greater
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level of activity than reelected MPs. Over the whole duration of their mandates, MPs’ level of
activity does not robustly statistically depend on previous experience of the position. However,
these results may hide some dynamic eﬀects within the duration of the five-year mandate of
MPs. Columns (2) and (3) display the results when we restrict the sample to the first 6 and
12 months of mandates, respectively. The negative and significant coeﬃcients associated with
the New PI MP and New PO MP variables indicate that the inexperience of newly elected
MPs results in a lower legislative activity as compared to reelected MPs during the first year
in oﬃce. Two salient observations emerge. First, the magnitude of coeﬃcients is larger for new
PO MPs than for new PI MPs. It suggests that the specific inexperience of the MP oﬃce has
an initial detrimental eﬀect on the level of activity of new PI MPs and that new PO MPs face
an additional obstacle in their legislative production due to their inexperience of political oﬃce
beyond the specifics of MP position. New PI MPs have an advantage over new PO MPs in a
sense they are already familiar with some formal rules and informal games of politics. Second,
the decrease in the magnitude of coeﬃcients between columns (2) and (3) indicates that the
penalizing eﬀect of inexperience decreases over time. We investigate further these dynamic
eﬀects and how experience impacts the legislative activity of MPs in the following section.
Besides, we observe some insights associated with the determinants of parliamentary activity
level. In particular, older MPs exhibit a robust lower activity score compared to their counterparts. This is consistent with the findings of Alesina et al. (2019) that argue that younger
politicians have greater incentives to produce eﬀorts to ensure a long-term and successful career
in politics. The gender dummy is not significant, suggesting that the activity level of female
MPs does not diﬀer from the activity level of male MPs. Unlike Gavoille and Verschelde (2017),
we do not find a significant positive association of MPs graduating from ENA school -aiming
at training the future executives of political institutions and administrations- with greater ac28

Table 6: Legislative activity diﬀerentials
(1)
(2)
(3)
Whole sample First 6 months First 12 months
New PO MP
New PI MP
Age
Gender
ENA
Competition
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

-0.029
(0.021)
-0.016
(0.014)
-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.012)
0.037
(0.027)
-0.087***
(0.017)
1.050***
(0.044)

-0.109***
(0.025)
-0.079***
(0.017)
-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.040***
(0.015)
0.073***
(0.027)
-0.102***
(0.025)
1.116***
(0.051)

-0.071***
(0.022)
-0.058***
(0.015)
-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.021*
(0.012)
0.042*
(0.025)
-0.092***
(0.022)
1.107***
(0.045)

16,432
0.101
yes
yes

2,234
0.165
yes
yes

4,452
0.142
yes
yes

Note: MP stands for Member of Parliament. Activity is a [0;1] continuous variable
that measures an MP’s relative position regarding legislative activity compared to other
MPs (using the ↵ activity index described in Section 3). P ol_Exp is a categorical
variable equals to 0 for reelected MPs (reference group), to 1 for newly elected MPs
with prior political oﬃce experience (New PI MP), and to 2 for newly elected MPs
without prior political oﬃce experience (New PO MPs). The description of the other
variables is available in Table A2 in Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered at the
MP level are in parentheses. Statistical significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

tivity scores. Finally, unlike Gavoille and Verschelde (2017) findings based on past legislatures
(1958-2012), MPs elected through more competitive ballots tend to be less active.

5.2.2

How Long Does it Take to Catch Up with the Parliamentary Activity Level
of Reelected MPs?

The lack of experience of MPs in the first few months of their mandate results in a lower activity
of new PI MPs and new PO MPs relative to those who are reelected and therefore experienced as
evidenced in Table 6. Under the assumption of decreasing marginal productivity of experience,
the activity gap between new and reelected MPs is expected to decrease.27 This expectation
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Economic literature provides an extensive rationale and evidence discussing the positive role of experience
on productivity (Bagger et al., 2014, for instance).
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is supported by suggestive evidence presented in Section 5.2.1. However, the precise dynamics
of learning and the speed of convergence in activity level between the diﬀerent categories of
MPs remain unclear. The temporal granularity of our data on parliamentary activity allows to
investigate more thoroughly how experience shapes the legislative activity of MPs. We achieve
this by enriching the baseline model (see Equation 3) with interactions between the dummy
variables of interest (new PI MP and new PO MP ) and the 20 quarters of a legislature length.
Based on this interactive model, Figure 3 displays the marginal activity gaps between new and
reelected MPs, used as the reference group, over a legislature.
It appears that new PI MPs and new PO MPs display a close evolution of activity over
time. They are at first less productive and are then as much productive as their reelected
counterparts. During the initial quarter of legislatures, new PI MPs and new PO MPs exhibit
a negative gap of

11.7 and

13.4 respectively in activity scores as compared to reelected

MPs. This gap decreases in the subsequent quarters and turns statistically insignificant from
the fourth quarter of legislatures. Results support a learning process about the MP oﬃce by
newly elected MPs. Specifically, experience oﬀsets the initial negative association of activity
scores with new PI MPs and new PO MPs within a year. In other words, evidence suggests
that new PI MPs and new PO MPs catch up with reelected MPs within a year. In addition, the
dynamics of activity of new PI MPs and PO MPs are close, indicating that the activity level
dynamics of MPs is mostly explained by the specific experience of the MP oﬃce rather than
the experience of political oﬃce in general. However, we also note that during the two very
first quarters of legislatures, the eﬀect of inexperience is more pronounced for new PO MPs,
which may suggest that new PI MPs have the advantage over new PO MPs of already having
held other political oﬃces and then being more familiar with the arcane of politics. Finally, we
observe greater confidence intervals during the ten final quarters for new PO MPs. This is due
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to the fact that, unlike the ten first quarters that rely on data from both the XIV th and XV th
legislatures, the sample for the ten last quarters is only made of the XIV th legislature since
the XV th is still ongoing, and data are not reliably exploitable since the first covid-related
lockdown established by Government in March 2020. The limited number of new PO MPs
during the XIV th legislature then explains greater confidence intervals from the 11th quarter
of a legislature length.

Figure 3: Marginal Diﬀerentials in Legislative Activity of Newly Elected MPs as Compared to Reelected MPs Over Time. The multidimensional index is computed for 30 three-month periods: 20
quarters starting with the XIV th legislature in 2012 and 10 quarters corresponding the to beginning of
the XV th legislature in 2017 until 2020. We superimpose the two legislatures to observe the dynamics
of the activity over the length of a legislature (20 quarters). The vertical bar delimits the first ten
quarters of both legislatures from the ten last quarters of the XIV th legislature.

5.2.3

When experience becomes “too much” experience.

In symmetry to the question of experience is the issue of incentives to eﬀort for MPs to maintain
a high score of activity over several mandates. In other words, we wonder whether a fatigue
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eﬀect is discernible in the activity scores of MPs reelected multiple times. To answer this
question, we introduce in the baseline model a categorical variable that captures the number
of past MP mandates experienced by an MP before the current mandate, i.e., the number of
times an MP has been reelected. We construct this variable so that we distinguish five groups
of MPs according to their political and MP’s oﬃce experience: (i) new PO MPs, (ii) new PI
MPs, MPs reelected for (iii) the first time, (iv) the second time, and (v) the third time or more.
Results displayed in Table 7 suggests a decreasing trend of activity scores beyond one reelection.
Specifically, in column (1), where MPs reelected for the first time serve as the reference group,
we notice that MPs reelected twice exhibit negative activity diﬀerentials as compared to MPs
reelected once though this eﬀect is not statistically diﬀerent from 0. The magnitude of the
eﬀect gets larger and the p-value is reduced for three reelections or more as compared to MPs
reelected only once. This lower activity can be interpreted as the result of a fatigue eﬀect of
MPs. It may also be driven by the fact that MPs reelected multiple times are likely to be old
and thus have a lower probability to intend to compete again during the upcoming election. In
such cases, the discipline mechanism of elections holding representatives accountable is not at
work anymore. Incentives for eﬀort are thus reduced.
Whatever the reasons behind the decreasing activity associated with the more experienced
MPs, it gives some support to the popular criticism regarding the low level of production of
long-established political elites. We must, however, remain cautious in interpreting this result.
It does not indicate that voting for new PO MPs is necessarily a relevant strategy. First, we
cannot rigorously infer a level of quality of MPs’ action from their activity level. Second, we
observe that when we decompose reelected MPs in several groups according to the number of
mandates they served, new PO and PI MPs appear to be less productive (p-value<0.1) than
MPs reelected for the first time as well. Overall, this indicates the activity of MPs continuously
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increases to reach a peak during the second mandate, after which activity continuously declines.
In addition, results in column (2) suggest that new MPs, either political outsiders or insiders,
do not exhibit a higher activity level than the more long-established MPs reelected three times
or more (reference group). As a result, the evidence does not support some citizens’ belief that
traditional political elites are less active than new representatives coming from civil society.
Table 7: Activity with respect to the number of mandates
Reference group
New PO MP
New PI MP

(1)
Reelected once

(2)
Reelected 3+

-0.039*
(0.022)
-0.029*
(0.015)

-0.006
(0.026)
0.004
(0.020)
0.033*
(0.019)
0.019
(0.020)

Reelection = 1
Reelection = 2
Reelection = 3+
Age
Gender
Ena
Competition
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

-0.015
(0.019)
-0.033*
(0.019)
-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.005
(0.012)
0.042
(0.027)
-0.087***
(0.018)
1.048***
(0.045)

-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.005
(0.012)
0.042
(0.027)
-0.087***
(0.018)
1.015***
(0.049)

16,432
0.103
yes
yes

16,432
0.103
yes
yes

Note: Activity is a [0;1] continuous variable that measures an
MP’s relative position regarding legislative activity compared to
other MPs (using the ↵ activity index described in Section 3).
P ol_Exp is a categorical variable equals to 0 for reelected MPs
(reference group), to 1 for newly elected MPs with prior political
oﬃce experience (New PI MP), and to 2 for newly elected MPs
without prior political oﬃce experience (New PO MPs). The
description of the other variables is available in Table A2 in
Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered at the MP level are
in parentheses. Statistical significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1.
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6

Conclusion

Trust in institutions is crucial for the eﬃciency of an economy. In a context where trust in the
political class is at its lowest, we provide some quantitative insights in response to the popular
craze for installing political outsiders in key public positions. We investigate whether a renewal
of representatives brings changes in the way democratic representation is achieved within the
French Parliament, in terms of activity and vote dynamics of MPs.
The analysis conveys two main insights. The first concerns the deviation from the standard
behavior of politics in the representation of the electorate. In France, political group preferences
and cohesion mechanisms are the main determinant of the position of MPs regarding a policy.
Evidence suggests that political outsiders pay the cost of vote deviation from their political
groups more often than their counterparts when this cost is relatively low and tend to be more
dissenters. Being more independent from political parties can but does not necessarily imply
a better representation for citizens; it might also reflect supports for other private interests.
Finally, we observed no outsider eﬀect when discipline of a group is high. They are less prone
to deviate than their experienced peers. They tend to stick to the line of political groups and
behave more as followers, or political insider at the start of their career, than political insiders.
The second insight relates to the level of activity of MPs. The specific experience of the MP
oﬃce, over the broad experience of political positions in general, matters for political activity.
New political outsider MPs and new political insider MPs exhibit activity levels similar to
reelected MPs over the length of a legislature. However, they face inexperience that hinders
their activity in the beginning of mandates. The activity gap gradually decreases. ensuring
some convergence in activity scores. New MPs catch up with experienced politicians within a
year after taking oﬃce. In addition, activity among experienced politicians is heterogeneous;
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those with more than three mandates display a reduced activity level, possibly because they
have no reelection incentives or due to some fatigue eﬀect.
Overall, installing new representatives in place of established politicians does not appear as a
suﬃcient response to support a significant change in the way political representation is exercised,
as desired by a part of the electorate. One possible explanation for this lies in the political
and institutional constraints and incentives that shape the behavior of MPs regardless of their
background and level of experience. In such a case, changes in the way political representation
is exercised would then require institutional changes rather than changing individuals. Another
possible explanation is that despite the high number of political outsiders obtaining a seat of
MP through the 2017 legislative elections –representing about one-third of the total number
of MPs–, most of them share similar backgrounds. In particular, most of them have advanced
education diplomas from top schools and universities and belong to the upper socio-professional
categories. In that sense, they do not diﬀer much from established politicians. The expectations
of behavioral change are thus, reduced. Political parties being mostly led by long-established
politicians, they may proceed to a controlled “civil washing” by selecting political outsiders that
renew the political class only on the surface.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Data & Descriptions

Figure A1: Abstention rate in the first round of the French legislative elections over time. Source:
Ministry of the Interior of France.

Table A1: Full name of political groups

Political Group

Full Name

LFI
GDR
LREM
NG
UMP
SER
SOC(XIV-XV)
MODEM
LR
UDI
EELV
RRDP
LT
LC
UAI

La France Insoumise
Gauche Démocrate et Républicaine
La République en Marche
Nouvelle Gauche
Union pour un Mouvement Populaire
Socialiste Ecologiste et Républicain
Socialistes et apparentés (First-Second legislature)
Mouvement Démocrate et apparentés
Les Républicains
Union Démocrates et Indépendants
Europe Ecologie les Verts
Radical, Républicain, Démocrate et Progressiste
Liberté et Territoire
Les Constructifs
UDI, Agir et Indépendants
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Table A2: Descriptions and sources of variables
Variable

Definition and measure

Source

Pol_Exp

0 for reelected MPs, 1 for newly elected MPs is with previous political experience, LM/S
and 2 for newly elected MPs with no previous political experience.

Age

Age of the MP at the date of vote or activity

RC

Gender

Gender of the MP 0 if male 1 if female

RC

Political group

The political group at which the MP belongs at the date of vote & activity

RC/S

Cohesion

1 if the MP belongs to a group with a strong cohesion (greater than the mean) and RC/S
0 if the MP belongs to a group with a low cohesion (lower than the mean)

Vote Presence

Ratio combining the eﬀective number of attendance over the total number of possible
attendance

S

Maj

If the MP belongs to the majority of the five-year term, it is equal to 1

RC/S

Quarters

Three-month periods starting from June 2012 ending in February 2020

RC/S

Ena

1 if the MP studied at the school of National Administration

LM/S

Competition

Degree of competition experienced by the MP during the first round

S

Group president

1 if the MP is a president of political group

S

#Deviation

1 if the MP voted diﬀerently from her political group majority

S

#Deviation president

1 if the MP voted diﬀerently from her political group president

S

#Activity

Relative ranking taking into account the 4 dimensions below monthly recorded

RC

Interventions

Number of oral contributions (>20 words) to debates in the lower house

RC

Written propositions

Number of authored propositions of laws and amendments

RC

Written questions

Number of questions addresses to the Government

RC

Reports

Number of reports authored

RC

Note: RC stands for Regards Citoyens. LM for Le Monde. S for Scrapping of diﬀerent website and mostly from www.assemblee-nationale.fr.
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Figure A2: Distribution of the days of electronic votes between 2012 and 2020. The day of week
starts at 0 for Sunday and ends at 6 for Saturday.

Construction of the Agreement Index
The agreement index for the cohesion of a group for a given policy is computed as follows:

AIi =

max {Yi , Ni , Ai }

1
2

[(Yi + Ni + Ai )
(Yi + Ni + Ai )

max {Yi , Ni , Ai }]

(A1)

Y , N and A stand for the number of votes within the group i, where votes can take three
modalities: Yes, No and Abstain respectively.
Table A3: Pearson correlation matrix between the dimensions of the multi-dimensional activity index
Interventions
Interventions
Written propositions
Written questions
Reports

Written
Written
propositions questions

1.000
0.124
0.046
0.265

1.000
0.154
0.020

Note: See a description of variables in Section 3.
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1.000
-0.011

Reports

1.000

Figure A3: Four components of the MPs parliamentary activity over time. Four dimensions of the
MPs parliamentary activity are followed over 30 three-month periods: 20 quarters starting with the
XIV th legislature in 2012 and 10 quarters corresponding to the beginning of the XV th legislature in
2017 until 2020. We superimpose the two legislatures to observe the dynamics of the activity over the
length of a legislature (20 quarters). The vertical bar delimits the first ten quarters of both legislatures
from the ten last quarters of the XIV th legislature.
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Appendix B: Vote Deviation Within Political Groups
Table B1: Vote deviation of MPs conditional on discipline of political groups (as compared to
reelected MPs aﬃliated to political groups with lower discipline)
(1)
(2)
Deviation Deviation President
New PI MP
New PO MP
Higher Group Discipline
New PI MP#Higher Group Discipline
New PO MP#Higher Group Discipline
Competition
Age
Ena
Gender
Constant

Observations
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

0.155*
(0.089)
0.671***
(0.205)
-0.035
(0.192)
-0.475**
(0.208)
-1.055***
(0.283)
0.739
(0.768)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.046
(0.143)
-0.051
(0.067)
-4.639***
(0.673)

0.289***
(0.112)
0.605***
(0.231)
-0.397
(0.289)
-0.404**
(0.203)
-0.875***
(0.300)
0.770
(0.771)
-0.011***
(0.004)
-0.033
(0.201)
-0.051
(0.078)
-3.931***
(0.752)

336,611
yes
yes

172,596
yes
yes

Note: Results are obtained from estimation of Equation 2. The reference group consists
of Reelected MPs aﬃliated to political groups with lower levels of discipline. Robust
standard errors clustered at the MP level are in parentheses. Statistical significance: ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B2: Vote deviation of MPs conditional on discipline of political groups (as compared to
reelected MPs aﬃliated to political groups with higher discipline)
(1)
(2)
Deviation Deviation President
New PI MP
New PO MP
Lower Group Discipline
New PI MP#Lower Group Discipline
New PO MP#Lower Group Discipline
Competition
Age
Ena
Gender
Constant

Observations
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

-0.320*
(0.191)
-0.384*
(0.211)
0.035
(0.192)
0.475**
(0.208)
1.055***
(0.283)
0.739
(0.768)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.046
(0.143)
-0.051
(0.067)
-4.674***
(0.634)

-0.115
(0.183)
-0.270
(0.210)
0.397
(0.289)
0.404**
(0.203)
0.875***
(0.300)
0.770
(0.771)
-0.011***
(0.004)
-0.033
(0.201)
-0.051
(0.078)
-4.328***
(0.665)

336,611
yes
yes

172,596
yes
yes

Note: Results are obtained from estimation of Equation 2. The reference group consists
of Reelected MPs aﬃliated to political groups with higher levels of discipline. Robust
standard errors clustered at the MP level are in parentheses. Statistical significance: ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B3: Vote deviation of MPs conditional on discipline of political groups (as compared to new
PI MPs aﬃliated to political groups with lower discipline)
(1)
(2)
Deviation Deviation President
Reelected MP
New PO MP
Higher Group Discipline
Reelected MP#Higher Group Discipline
New PI MP#Higher Group Discipline
Competition
Age
Ena
Gender
Constant

Observations
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

-0.155*
(0.089)
0.516***
(0.185)
-0.511**
(0.255)
0.475**
(0.208)
-0.580***
(0.221)
0.739
(0.768)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.046
(0.143)
-0.051
(0.067)
-4.483***
(0.688)

-0.289***
(0.112)
0.316
(0.218)
-0.801**
(0.329)
0.404**
(0.203)
-0.471*
(0.250)
0.770
(0.771)
-0.011***
(0.004)
-0.033
(0.201)
-0.051
(0.078)
-3.642***
(0.765)

336,611
yes
yes

172,596
yes
yes

Note: Results are obtained from estimation of Equation 2. The reference group consists of
New PI MPs aﬃliated to political groups with lower levels of discipline. Robust standard
errors clustered at the MP level are in parentheses. Statistical significance: *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B4: Vote deviation of MPs conditional on discipline of political groups (as compared to new
PI MPs aﬃliated to political groups with higher discipline)
(1)
(2)
Deviation Deviation President
Reelected MP
New PO MP
Lower Group Discipline
Reelected MP#Lower Group Discipline
New PO MP#Lower Group Discipline
Competition
Age
Ena
Gender
Political party
Constant

Observations
Political Group FE
Quarter FE

0.320*
(0.191)
-0.064
(0.129)
0.511**
(0.255)
-0.475**
(0.208)
0.580***
(0.221)
0.739
(0.768)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.046
(0.143)
-0.051
(0.067)
-

0.115
(0.183)
-0.155
(0.126)
0.801**
(0.329)
-0.404**
(0.203)
0.471*
(0.250)
0.770
(0.771)
-0.011***
(0.004)
-0.033
(0.201)
-0.051
(0.078)
-

-4.994***
(0.647)

-4.443***
(0.674)

336,611
yes
yes

172,596
yes
yes

Note: Results are obtained from estimation of Equation 2. The reference group consists
of Reelected MPs aﬃliated to political groups with higher levels of discipline. Robust
standard errors clustered at the MP level are in parentheses. Statistical significance: ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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